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Foreword
For those of us deep inside the mortgage technology development arena, ours is a featurefocused world. We pursue technology solutions that begin with mortgage business and/or
processing challenges, and when we hit that “Eureka!” moment of creating a working technical
solution, it feels like arrival at the mountaintop. Build it, and they will come. Customers will be
beating down our doors once they realize what we have achieved.
But most often, they don’t clearly and immediately realize the significance of what we have
achieved – and they can’t be expected to.
The working technology solution itself is only the first part of improving our industry and our
customers’ businesses.
It’s not the new features and capabilities (no matter how proud, gratified, and [often] relieved we
are) that allow a mortgage technology to make a difference. Nor is it drawing the link from those
features and capabilities to process improvement. Rather it’s a third step: Having customers
engage in and understand the link between the technology solution and the day-to-day
improvement of their bottom line. Their volume. Their profitability. The real benefits of
technology.
Only then does the technology solution have resonance – and meaning – in the marketplace.

Asking the essential questions.
In an industry where survival of the fittest has become a more intense reality than ever before,
mortgage originators – whether they be brokers, emerging correspondents, established
mortgage bankers, branch networks, or even community banks – are well aware that business
as usual is a thing of the past.
We as mortgage technology developers can best serve these customers by urging them to find
concrete answers to these questions:
What are you doing to differentiate yourself from your competitors?
Why should customers do business with you?
More specifically, how are you leveraging technology to drive more business to your
organization, over and above just improving your processes. In other words, how is technology
increasing your revenue?
Other questions: Are you getting the most from your staff, and are you optimizing technology to
reduce your costs?

Beyond technology: Business results for the customer.
It’s simple: More revenue coupled with reduced costs translates to higher profitability; yet that’s
sometimes difficult to focus on when we talk about technological innovations. Still, that roll-upthe-shirtsleeves spadework must be done to maximize and accelerate the adoption of our
technologies.
Let’s take a look at collaborative paperless technology, specifically a “best in breed” system that
encompasses electronic document recognition and management, online access and multiparty
information-sharing, document delivery to investors, loan file archiving, and other technical

features – creating a completely paperless process between the LOS at the front end and
eClosing at the back.
Features aside, how will such a system truly benefit the customer? That’s where we need to
laser-focus our message.
Benefit Set 1: Increased Revenue
Technology should help customers get more business.
The right collaborative paperless technology will:
Enable the sales team to work remotely, creating the opportunity to hire additional loan officers
who work offsite and resulting in a higher volume of business and improved sales. Benefit:
Increased revenue.
Create the opportunity for the remote LOs to make fewer trips to the office, giving them more
time to sell, driving more business, and thus improving sales. Benefit: Increased revenue.
Reduce back-and-forth time between the sales and processing areas, creating more sales time
for LOs, thus driving more sales volume per LO. Benefit: Increased revenue.
Make processing faster and more effective, creating better pull-though of loans and improving
conversion rate. Benefit: Increased revenue.
Accelerate and smooth the lending process, thus improving customer satisfaction, resulting in
better pull-through and increased repeat and referral business. Benefit: Increased revenue.
Support a green-friendly, tech-savvy image, providing an additional marketing message and
generating more new leads. Benefit: Increased revenue.
You can imagine how any of us on the tech side would love to talk about the features and
capabilities, as well as the innovations behind those features, that create these opportunities.
However, it takes discipline to drive the bottom-line – more revenue – to the customer.
Benefit Set 2: Reduced costs
Are customers getting the most from their staff?
The right collaborative paperless technology will:
Make processing faster and more efficient, creating the opportunity to right-size processing staff
and lower overhead. Benefit: Reduced costs.
Eliminate a large proportion of the need for paper stock, printer and fax toner, overnight
shipping, photocopier leases and maintenance, and other paper-related expenses. Benefit:
Reduced costs.
Reduce the amount of office space and associated costs by allowing more personnel to work
remotely. Benefit: Reduced costs.
Accelerate funding, thus reducing negative carry charges. Benefit: Reduced costs.
Provide quick and easy scalability, allowing growth and expansion with minimal or no increased
physical overhead. Benefit: Reduced costs (for increased capacity).
In fact, the cost-reduction side of the equation is easier to quantify than increased revenue
opportunities. Consider these numbers for a shop processing 500 loans a month:

It’s clear that rather than the message that “Our technology is the most cutting-edge, complete,
and flexible,” a more compelling message to get the product deployed is: “Our technology can
add $373,359 a year to your bottom line, just from cost reduction… and that’s before you add in
the increased revenue opportunities.”
Customer “due diligence” on technology options
The question that mortgage originators are asking these days is, “Do we try and find an all-inone system to automate our entire process, or do we identify the best options available in the
marketplace to achieve our specific goals? Does the all-in-one do enough, or do we need more
from that technology solution?”
The short answer to our originator customers is: Do your due diligence, compare, “tear back the
covers," and take a look at all the options. Sometimes you will find that the solution needs to be
more robust than initially thought – or maybe not. By doing your due diligence, the decision or
direction you select will feel more comfortable once the customer’s organization and
management have gone through the process and really understand the solutions available.
Mortgage technology benefits all – if it gets deployed.
Additional business volume, reduced costs, and thus increased bottom-line profit are the results
we on the tech side must communicate to originators in order to continue and accelerate the
digital automation of our industry at every level. Only then can we improve our industry through
greater accuracy, enhanced compliance, healthier originators, and a faster and better
experience for American mortgage consumers.

